
Visual Arts 11 & 12 Educational Guide: Teacher’s Copy Lesson Duration: Five to seven days 
Lesson Plan

• Objective This activity focuses on art that uses unconventional or controversial materials. Students will engage with works by two local artists—Signs of Change (2010) by Nicole Dextras and Bite and Burn (2006) by Jason Fitzpatrick—and analyze the purpose and meaning behind the use of non-traditional materials and processes in each one. The major themes that will be introduced and interpreted include time, space, permanence, the environment, and creation of meaning. Students will then be given the opportunity to create an artwork that uses an uncommon material as an integral part of conveying the artwork’s meaning. This activity is important for students because it questions the nature of the gallery space. A lot of traditional forms of art including painting, sculpture, and photography are meant to be viewed and experienced in a certain way: tactile, inside the gallery space, on the walls, and through a one-way interaction. These two works question these notions—in the case of Nicole Dextras by creating ephemeral ice sculptures that cannot be viewed in the gallery except through photographic documentation, and in the case of Jason Fitzpatrick by showcasing an ephemeral performance with permanent consequences. These works make reference to performance art, environmental art, the nature of documentation, and the relationship between the viewer and artwork. 



• Context 
Bite and Burn is a performance by Vancouver-based artist Jason Fitzpatrick that took place at grunt gallery in 2006. In the performance, Fitzpatrick is tattooed within the gallery, while an attendant makes prints from the mixture of blood and ink on his back by pressing paper against it. 
Signs of Change is a 2010 outdoor installation project by Vancouver-based artist Nicole Dextras. The project comprised ice sculptures of various words, each installed in a different environment. Once each sculpture was installed, they were left to melt and disintegrate. 

• Prescribed Learning Outcomes 
1. General 

• Perceive and respond to images and evaluate visual information in its many forms. 
• Create and communicate through images, expressing ideas and emotions to satisfy a range of personal and social needs. 
• Develop critical thinking skills as applied to the work of self and others. 
• Examine the role of art in past and present societies. 

2. Image-development and Design Strategies 
• Examine the relationship between the use of particular image-development strategies and intended mood and message. 

3. Context 
• Analyse how context influences the content and form of images. 

4. Visual Elements and Principles of Art and Design 
• Manipulate selected visual elements and principles of art and design to: achieve a specific purpose; alter the meaning or effect of images. 

5. Materials, Technologies, and Processes 
• Apply appropriate materials, technologies, and process to achieve intent in 2-D and 3-D image-making.



• Sources (Click on provided links) 
1. Extract: Text Works from the Archive   Website featuring projects from grunt gallery’s archive that engage with language, words, and text, including Dextras’ Signs of Change and Fitzpatrick’s Bite and Burn. The provided links lead to pages on the site that offer brief descriptions and video and photographic documentation of each project.
2. Sculpture   Website featuring works from grunt gallery’s archive that involve sculpture. The provided link leads to a page on the site the offers a brief description of Fitzpatrick’s 

Bite and Burn, and photographs and video documentation of the performance. 
3.  Jason Fitzpatrick Description of Bite and Burn written by Fitzpatrick, from the artist’s website. 

• Activity 1. As an individual or in groups of three, look through the content on the websites listed under “Sources.” 
2. In your sketchbook or on a blank sheet of paper, do a personal response to Signs of  

Change and Bite and Burn. Consider the following:  
• What are you looking at? 
• What are the works about? 
• How do works make you feel? 
• Do you like the works? Why or why not? 
• Do the works remind you of anything? 3. As a class, discuss the following questions: 
• How are the materials and techniques used to create Signs of Change and Bite  

and Burn different from the ones that are conventionally used to create sculptures and prints? 

http://www.jasonfitzpatrick.ca/projects/bite-and-burn-pacific
http://sculpture.gruntarchives.org/artist-jason-fitzpatrick-bite-and-burn.html
http://extract.gruntarchives.org/jason-fitzpatrick-bite-n-burn.html
http://extract.gruntarchives.org/nicole-dextras-signs-of-change.html
http://extract.gruntarchives.org/


• How do the materials and techniques used by Dextras and Fitzpatrick contribute to the meaning of their works? 
• Would the meaning of the two works change if conventional materials and techniques were used to produce them instead? 
• How does each of these artworks deal with permanence and ephemerality? 
• What is the significance of the locations chosen for Dextras’ installation and Fitzpatrick’s performance? 4. As an individual or in groups of three, create an artwork using unconventional materials and techniques. The materials and techniques of the work should be strongly linked to the work’s meaning. 5. Present your work to the class. Engage in a class-wide discussion about each work. What is each work trying to accomplish? Is it effective? How do the materials and techniques used to create the work affect the work’s meaning? 

• Assessment The instructor will decide on the appropriate assessment of this activity and communicate it to the class. 


